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ELECTRONIC‘TAXIMETER HAVING SERIALLY 
ENERGIZED INDICATOR MEANS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This inventionlrelates to electronic taximeters. Spe 
cifically it relates to electronic taximeters wherein mea 
suring elements furnish pulse sequences, as a function 
of the distance travelled and the waiting time incurred. 
Pulse sequences separately or in combination are then 
used to compute the fare. The computation is carried 
out by a computer and storage means. 

In known electronic taximeters the pulses signifying 
waiting time and the pulse sequence signifying distance 
travelled are applied to a circuit which selects only the 
faster pulse sequence for determining the fare. A 
countdown device is then furnished following the 
above-mentioned selector circuit, to furnish output 
pulses for a given number of input pulses, that is the 
fare rate is taken into consideration. The output pulses 
may then be applied to a mechanical or electronic indi 
cator means. 

In another known arrangement, a. binary counter 
serves to countdown the pulses as mentioned above 
and an electronic indicator is mentioned. Further, two 
individual counters are furnished, one of which is con 
stantly connected to the indicator means and may be 
reset, while the other operates continuously and is not 
reset until a certain key is activated. The latter counter 
serves to furnish an indication of the total fare col 
lected, for example during the day. After the above 
mentioned key has been activated, this total is trans 
ferred to the indicator and the account in the counter 
is extinguished. 

In the first above-mentioned embodiment, the total 
values are stored in mechanical counters. These addi 
tional mechanical counters require additional expense 
which makes such taximeters economically unfeasible. 
However, of course, such totals must be available in 
order that the pay of the taxi driver may be correctly 
determined. 

In the second above-mentioned known arrangement, 
there is no mention made as to how other totals are 
being stored. Probably mechanical counters are also 
considered here. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In a taximeter in accordance with the present inven 
tion, measuring elements furnish pulse sequences indic 
ative of the distance travelled and the'elapsed waiting 
time. A computer and storage means has a storage 
which has acapacity sufficient for storing all variables 
required for computing the individual fares, and further 
for computing totals required for determining the pay 
of the taxi driver. An electronic indicator means is fur 
nished which is connected‘ to the above-mentioned 
storage through a buffer storage, the capacity of the 
buffer storage corresponding to the capacity of the in 
dicator means. The indicator means has a plurality of 
indicator elements. While the taxi is in operation, syn 
chronizing means transfer the contents of buffer stor 
age locations sequentially to corresponding indicator 
elements. 

In accordance with‘ a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the indicator means are divided into 
a ?rst and second’ portion. The first portion serves to 
indicate the fare while the taximeter is in operation, 
while the second portion serves to indicate the addi 
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2 
tional charges incurred under the same conditions. 
When the taximeter is not operative, selector elements 
are‘available which, upon activation, cause the transfer 
of selected totals from the storage of the storage and 
computer means, through the buffer storage and into 
the indicator means. 
The above-described arrangement has the advantage 

relative to the known arrangements that only one indi 
cator means is required for indicating both the individ 
ual fare values and the final totals. Further, due to the 
fact that each indicator element is only brie?y acti 
vated during each cycle, relatively little power loss is 
incurred in the indicator means. 
The novel features which are considered as charac 

teristic for the invention are set forth in particular in 
the appended claims. The invention itself, however, 
both as to its construction and its method of operation, 
together with additional objects and advantages 
thereof, will be best understood from the following de 
scription of speci?c embodiments when read in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. I is a generalized block diagram showing a taxi 

meter in accordance with the present invention; 
FIGS. 2 and 2a is a circuit diagram of the constant 

furnishing means; 
FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram of the indicator means, in 

cluding associated storage means in block diagram 
form; 
FIG. 4 is a more detailed block diagram of the com 

puter and storage means; 
FIG. 5 is a more detailed block diagram of the mea 

suring means; and 
FIG. 6 is an additional block diagram of the overall 

taximeter, as embodied in a highly integrated circuit 
form. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be 
described with reference to the drawings. 
The major components of the electronic taximeter 

are shown in block diagram form in FIG. 1. The taxime 
ter comprises a computer and storage means 1, an indi 
cator means 2, control circuit means 3, switching cir 
cuit means 4' for controlling the input and output oper 
ations. and an external constant furnishing means 5 
which furnishes constants corresponding to and deriv 
able from predetermined fare rates. 
The control circuit means 3 comprise input register 

6 which is connected to input lines el—e6 (FIGS. 1 + 5). 
Input line el receives a pulse sequence which corre 
sponds to the pulse sequence signifying the waiting 
time or the distance travelled, depending upon which 
has the higher rate. The pulses signifying the actual dis 

, tance travelled are received on input line e5. The pulses 

65 

received on this line may already have a rate reduced 
in accordance with the desired fare rate. This can, for 
example, be accomplished by using photoelectric dis 
tance measuring'means wherein the number of perfora 
tions in a disk through which light is transmitted from 
a light source to a receiver varies in accordance with 
the desired fare rate. It might be stated in further expla 
nation here that, by fare rate, is meant an incremental 
distance after which the indicator indicating the taxi 
fare is to be advanced. For example: 
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In accordance with a first fare rate the distance incre 
ment may correspond to 200 meters. 

In accordance with a second fare rate the distance 
increment may be 150 meters. 

In accordance with a third fare rate the distance in 
crement is 100 meters, while in accordance with a 
fourth fare rate the distance increment is 50 meters. 

In order to achieve a particularly exact measurement, 
it is desirable that, at each fare rate, the particular dis 
tance increment is represented by the same number of 
pulses. Thus, for example, 1,200 impulses may be gen 
erated for each distance increment. Thus, for the first 
fare rate, six pulses are generated per meter, for the 
second fare rate, eight pulses are generated per meter 
travelled, for the third fare rate, twelve pulses per me 
ter, and for the fourth fare rate, 24 pulses per meter. 
The photoelectric measuring means, if the shaft is 

driven in such a manner that one rotation corresponds 
to one meter travelled, has disks having six holes for the 
first fare rate, eight holes for the second fare rate, 12 
holes for the third fare rate and 24 holes for the fourth 
fare rate. Under these conditions, any pulse received at 
the input on line e5 would directly signify a predeter 
mined fare. 
Instead of the arrangement mentioned above, the 

pulses at the input e5 may correspond only to a particu 
lar distance travelled. Under these conditions one pulse 
may for example signify one-tenth of a meter travelled. 
In this case the fare increase must be computed by ap 
plying constants corresponding to the desired fare rate 
when computing the fare as a function of the pulses on 
line e5. This is the situation which will be described 
herein, since it constitutes the preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. 
The pulses received on line e, are pulses selected by 

the circuit 7 which furnishes the pulse sequence corre 
sponding to the time or distance pulse sequence which 
has the greatest rate. This circuit will be described in 
greater detail with reference to FIG. 5. The pulses re 
ceived on line e2 signify the distance travelled, whether 
the taxi is or is not occupied. It must be noted that the 
total distance travelled must be available to the taxi 
driver’s employer. This value is normally indicated in 
mechanical taximeters in a separate counter which 
counts the total number of kilometers travelled by the 
taxi. The mechanical taximeters of course also have in 
dicators which indicate the total distance travelled by 
the taxi in an occupied, that is in a passenger carrying 
mode. Thus, for example, it may be desirable to apply 
one pulse to line e2 for each 100 meters travelled by the 
taxi. This may be accomplished externally by counting 
down the pulses applied to line e5. Alternatively, it may 

- be done internally within the taximeter in such a man 
ner that for each 1,000 pulses which are applied at 
input e5, one pulse is applied to input e2. 
Timing pulses which indicate waiting time to be 

charged to the passenger are received on line e3. This 
line is connected to a timing pulse generator, for exam 
ple an oscillatorlwhich has a frequency of 1 KHz. It 
should be noted that the so-received timing pulses are 
not applied directly to stage 7, but are ?rst modi?ed by 
the control circuit 3 in accordance with constants fur 
nished by the constant furnishing means 5. Thus the 
charge for the waiting time, too, may be adjusted in ac 
cordance with predetermined fare rates. 
Synchronizing pulses are received on line em which 

are also derived from an electronic oscillator. The syn 
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4 
chronizing means furnish the synchronizing pulses 
which may have a frequency of anywhere from 100 
KHz to a MHz and which serve to synchronize the 
whole taximeter system. The synchronizing pulses are 
fed into a shift register 8. 
The computer and storage’ means 1 comprise the 

storage means 9 and the computer means 10 which will 
be described in detail with reference to FIG. 3. The in 
dicator means 2 comprise, in the main, a buffer storage 
11, a counter 12, a decoding arrangement 13 and two 
separate indicator sections 14 and 15. The construction 
and functioning of the indicator 2 will be described in 
detail with reference to FIG. 3. 
Block 4 of FIG. 1 comprises manually activatable 

switching circuit which comprises an input keyboard 
16 having keys for initiating input and output opera 
tions. Speci?cally, keys 17 function for input opera 
tions as for example “taxi unoccupied,” fare rate 1, 
fare rate 2, fare rate 3, fare rate 4, cash, and additional 
charge, while keys 18 control the output operations as 
for example to initiate the indication of the “total dis 
tance travelled with taxi occupied,” total distance trav 
elled occupied or otherwise,” etc. Keys 17 and 18 acti 
vate contacts which are coded in a matrix 19 which 
may for example be a diode matrix. The output of the 
matrix may be a 4-bit binary code which furnishes sig 
nals which are stored in a register 20. The contents of 
register 20 may be transfered to control circuit 3 when 
required. Of course it goes without saying that instead 
of the keys shown, input and output operations may be 
initiated by other switching circuit means, as for exam 
ple rotary switches. Such rotary switches would initiate 
the different functions in accordance with the angular 
positions thereof. Thus for example a ?rst rotary switch 
may be used to replace keys 17 while a second rotary 
switch may be used to replace keys 18. 
FIGS. 2 and 2a show the circuit diagram of the con 

stant furnishing means. The constant furnishing means 
has a constant furnishing input receiving address sig 
nals on lines al—a8. Lines ill-(l6 are the output lines of 
a counter 25 which also controls the addressing of the 
first storage means, namely storage 9 of FIG. 1. The 
code combination which appears at the output of 
counter 25 energizes selected ones of lines a,—a6. This 
is applied to a decoding arrangement 21 whose output 
is furnished on lines e00-e45. Speci?cally, lines e00— 
e45 are energized sequentially within each cycle of op 
eration of the taximeter. The output of the constant 
furnishing means is supplied on lines il-i4. These con 
stants are applied to the computer and storage means. 
The constant furnishing means comprise printed circuit 
cards 22 and 23 which are interchangeable and may 
have any desired con?guration. For example the con 
nections between input lines e00 to e,, and the output 
lines i l-i4 may be made by solder joints, diodes, screw 
connections, etc. 
A preferred embodiment of the constant furnishing 

means will now be described with reference to FIGS. 2 
and 2a. 
As is shown in FIGS. 2 and 2a a plurality of AND 

gates Ul0-U,I have inputs connected to input lines e0 
0~e,I and output lines connected to decimal coded lines 
Z0-Z9. It should be noted that not all input lines e have 
an AND-gate connected to them. For example, lines 
e43-e45 are directly connected to the decimal coded 
lines. The output lines of AND-gates UIO—UI6 are la 
belled dl-d7 respectively, the output lines of AND 



5 
gates U17-U20 are labelled vl-v4 respectively, the 
output lines of AND-gates U21-U24. are labelled 
wl-w4, respectively, the output lines of AND-gates 
U25-U28 are labelled xl-x4, respectively, the output 
lines of AND-gates U29-U32 are labelled yl-y4, re 
spectively, while the outupt lines of AND-gates U3 
3-U36 are labelled d8-dll, respectively. The above 
mentioned output lines of the AND-gates are arranged 
in a vertical direction and therefore intersect the deci 
mal coded lines Z0_Z9 which extend in a horizontal di 
rection. At desired points of intersection, an electrical 
connection is made, for example, by soldering as men 
tioned above. Alternatively, the output lines of' the 
AND-gates may be on the front‘side of the circuit 
board, while thedecimal coded lines may be on the 

- rear side of the circuit board and holes are provided in 
the circuit board at the point of intersection. The de 
sired connections are then made by means of scres. 
Once such a connection has been established, energiza 
tion of one of the output lines of AND~gates results in 
a corresponding energization of one of the decimal 
coded lines. Further, a decoding arrangement 24 is sit 
uated on the circuit board 22. This converts the one 
out-of-ten coding existing on the decimal coded lines to 
a 4-bit binary code. The output of the decoder 24, 
namely the constant in a 4-bit binary code, is then con 
nected to the computer means 10. Further shown in 

. FIG. 2 is a ?ip-?op FF10 which may be in a OI or a 10 
state. The two ?ip-?op states correspond, respectively, 
to the condition of “fare I” and “fare II” in the taxime 
ter. These terms will be explained'in more detail below. 
It should only be noted here that when flip-flop FF10 
is in the IO state, AND-gates U10-U14, as well as 
AND-gates U33-36 are in a conductive state, while, 
when flip-flop FF10 is in the OI state, AND-gates U15 
and U16 are conductive. Thus when inputs e00-e,, are 
activated in turn by the decoder 21, the corresponding 
AND-gates furnish a signal at the corresponding AND 
gate output line, which signals are transmitted, as de 

} scribed above to the decimal coded lines Z0-Z9. A cor 
responding constant thus appears on lines i1—i4. 

It should further be noted that on circuit board 23, 
AND~gates U17-U32 are further energized in depen 
dence upon four conducting lines t1-t4. These ‘conduct 
ing lines are externally connected to keys l7, and, spe 
ci?cally, to keys T1, T2, T3 and T4 which, individually, 
indicate fare rates 1, 2, 3, and 4. Conducting line 11 is 
connected to one input each of AND-gates U17 to 
U20, conducting line t2 is connected to one input of 
each of AND-gates U21-U24, conducting line ta is con 
nected to one input each of AND-gates U25-U28, con 
ducting line r4 is connected ‘to one input each of AND~ 
gates U29-U32. As shown in FIGS. 2 and 2a, the sec 
ond inputs of AND-gates U17-U32 are connected to 
the outputs e05, e06, e07 and e08 of the decoder 21. 
Thus as soon as T1 is closed, AND-gates U17-U20 be 
come conductiveand, upon activation of lines e05 to 

' e08 by the decoder 21 furnish pulses sequentially to the 
decimal coded lines Z0 to Z9 in accordance with the 
connections previously made. AND-gates U21 to U24, 
U25 to U28 and U29 to U32 are also connected to con 
ductors e05 to e08. Thus conducting lines v1-v4 carry 
the pulses for fare rate 1, lines w1—w4 carry the pulses 
for fare rate 2, lines XII-x4 the pulses for fare rate 3 and 
lines y1- y4 the pulses for fare rate 4. Since four sepa 
rate fare rates are not required in a great many taxime 
ters, the printed circuit plate 23 may be limited to, for 
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example, only lines v1—v4 if only one fare rate is to be 
implemented, or lines vl-v4 and w1-w4 if two fare 
rates are required. This is also the reason why part of 
the circuitry is on a separate printed circuit board, 
namely printed circuit board 23. 

‘ A'discussion of at least part of the constants which 
are furnished by printed circuit boards 22 and 23 will 
now follow. The number and type of constants can 
change with the fare rate. For example, one of the con 
stants is the base fare, that is the fare which is indicated 
on the taximeter as soon as it is put into operation. This 
is the fare which each passenger must pay. independent 
of the actual distance travelled. Let it be assumed that 
this constant, namely the base fare, is to be supplied via 
lines e00 to e04. Further, let it be assumed that this 
base fare is $1.25. During each operating cycle of the 
taximeter, pulses are applied to lines al to a6 which, in 
their combination, serve to energize input lines e00 to 
e04 sequentially. When line e00 is energized, a pulse is 
furnished through AND-gate U10, line d1 and line Z5 
which causes the output ‘of decoder 24 to furnish the 
following pulse combination: 

(2") (2‘) (22) (23) 
i1=l i2=0 i3=l i4=O 

When this “5,” which corresponds to the last place in 
the base fare of $1.25, has been processed, the input 
e01 is energized by a corresponding pulse combination 
on lines a1-a6. As a result of energization of line e01, 
AND-gate U11 furnishes a pulse to line d2 which, via 
line Z2 causes the following pulse combination to ap 
pear at the output of decoder 24: 

(2°) (2') (22) (23) 
il=0 i2=l i3=0 i4=0 

After this value, which corresponds to the “2” in the 
base fare of $1.25, has been processed, the numeral 
“1” is similarly processed by energization of line e02. 
Energization of lines e03 and e04 causes correspond 

ing zero values to appear at the output of decoder 24, 
that is lines i,-'i4 all carry zeros. This of course is due to 
the fact that only three digits are contained in the base 
fare. It should be noted that for the above operation to 
take place, ?ip-?op FF10 must be in the [0 state. Flip 
?op FF10 in actual practice is a part of the control cir 
cuit 3 and has been added to the constant furnishing 
means of FIG. 2 only for purposes of clarity. 
The reason for the different states of flip-?op FF10 

will now be explained. Flip-?op FF10 is in the IQ state 
when the base fare is being indicated on the indicator 
means, but when the distance or waiting time which is 
paid for by the base fare has not yet expired; ?ip-?op 
FF10 is in the O1 condition, after the service rendered 
to the passenger, is equal to the base fare. Thus, when 
the flip-?op is in the OI state, the normal advance of 
the indicator corresponding to the fare rate in force has 
to take place. ' 

It might be noted here in addition that the base rate 
is actually an equivalent of the increment required to 
advance the taximeter. For example, to remain with the 
given example, the base rate of $1.25 may be equal to 
the fare increment which is, for example, based on a 
200 meter distance for a 20 second waiting time or a 
mixture of both. However, it is equally possible, that 
the base rate is the equivalent of an integral multiple of 
the fare increment or a fraction thereof. For example, 
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the indicated fare may advance in steps of $0.25. The 
base rate of $1.25 is to pay for a distance travelled of 
500 meters or an equivalent waiting time. Then the 
base rate covers a distance equal to two and one-half 
times the distance for a fare increment or the equiva 
lent waiting time. The distance equivalent to the base 
fare (500 meters in the above example) is normally re 
ferred to as the initial distance, even though, as ex 
plained above, not only an initial distance but a corre 
sponding waiting time may be involved. 

In order to take account of all these factors, it is nec 
essary that constants be furnished which correspond to 
the base rate, to the distance increment for which the 
fare is advanced under normal conditions and for the 
initial distance, that is the distance which is paid for by 
the payment of the base fare. 
Thus the base fare is first entered through lines e00 

to e04 and the individual fare increments are then also 
transmitted by energizing these lines, so that the total 
fare comprises the base fare in addition to the fare in 
crements. After the taxi has rendered a service corre 
sponding to the base fare, ?ip-?op FF10 is switched to 
the 01 state causing AND-gates U15 and U16 to be 
come conductive. The other inputs of AND-gates U15 
and U16 are connected to lines e00 and e01 respec 
tively. Thus the fare increments are transmitted via 
lines e00 and e01 after ?ip-?op FF10 has changed its 
state. Thus, in the example shown in FIGS. 2 and 2a,, 
a sequential energization of lines e00 and e01 when 
?ip-?op FF10 is in the second state, causes the con 
stant of $0.25 to appear on output lines il-i4. Thus 
lines e00 to e04 are used twice, that is ?rst to furnish 
the constant corresponding to the base fare and later to 
furnish the constant signifying the value of the fare in 
crement. 
Output lines e05 to e08 of the decoder 21 are also uti 

lized more than once, as is evident with the description 
of the printed circuit board 23 which is given above. 
Each line e05 to e08 allows the specification of one nu 
meral for each fare rate T1 to T4. These fare rates may 
be the following: 

Fare rate 1 — 200m ~ 2,000 pulses. 

= 150m = 1,500 pulses. 

Fare rate 3 = 100m = 1,000 pulses. 

Fare rate 4 = 50m = 500 pulses. 

Fare rate 

If the number of pulses is reduced by a factor of 100 
to 1 either previously or after the constant is furnished, 
then fare rate 1 corresponds to a pulse reduction rate 
of 20 to l, fare rate 2 to a pulse reduction rate of 15 
to l, fare rate 3 to a pulse reduction rate of 10 to 1 and 
fare rate 4 to a pulse reduction rate of 5 to l. 
The connections between the vertical conducting 

lines vl to v4 and the horizontal lines Z0 to Z9 on 
printed circuit board 23 are indicated by the circle. 
A further constant, which has been defined above, is 

in the initial distance. This, too, must be furnished by 
constant furnishing means 5. For this purpose lines e09 
to lines e12 are energized and furnish, over AND-gates 
U33 to U35 and lines d8 to dll the number “250,” at 
the output of the constant furnishing means. As previ 
ously explained, this number corresponds to the initial 
distance. 
A further constant which must be furnished by con 

stant furnishing means 5, is the constant required for 
stepping down the repetition rate of the waiting time 
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8 
pulses. This is furnished by energization of lines e43 to 
e45. As will be explained is more detail later on, the 
pulses which are supplied on line e3 must be reduced 
in frequency by a ratio of 10 to 1. Under these condi 
tions, 200 meters of travelled distance correspond to a 
waiting time increment of 20 seconds, if the oscillator 
which furnishes the timing pulses operates at 1,000 Hz. 
A further constant which also must be supplied by 

printed circuit board 22 is the additional charge, that 
is the amount which must be added to the portion of 
the indicator means indicating additional charge upon 
activation of the corresponding key 17. This takes 
place when'one of the lines e00 to e,I is energized, but 
will only be explained in more detail later on with rela 
tion to the organization of storage 9. ' 
To summarize, the constant furnishing means, which 

are exchangeable and externally available, comprise 
the decoding arrangement 21, which converts the sig 
nals which are furnished by lines a] to a6 into the se 
quential energization of lines e00 to e" in a predeter 
mined order. This energization in turn results in prede 
termined constants appearing in a predetermined order 
at the output of the constant furnishing means, namely 
on lines il-i4. These constant values are then supplied 
into the computer and storage means 1. 
The indicator means 2 will now be described with ref 

erence to FIG. 3. Shown in FIG’. 3 are a buffer storage 
11, an address counter 12, which serves to address the 
individual storage locations, and a decoding arrange 
ment 13 which comprises a first part 13’ and a second 
part 13". Further, the indicator means comprise a first 
indicator section 14 and a second indicator section 15, 
each of which provide an indication of five numerals. 
In the example shown in FIG. 3, the known type of ‘ 
sevensegment indicator is used, that is each numeral 
which is to be indicated comprises seven selectively en 
ergizable segments. Thus seven lines are required for 
the selective energization of a numeral in each indica 
tor position. The seven lines are designated by bl to b7 
respectively. Each of lines bl to b7 is connected with 
the same segments within each numeral cl to 010 of the 
indicator means 14 and 15. The decimal numerals cl 
to 05 constitute the indicator portion 15, while the dec 
imal numerals 06 to 010 constitute the indicator portion 
14. Indicator portion 14 serves to indicate the individ 
ual fares as long as the taximeter is operating. Indicator 
portion 15 serves a variety of purposes. While the taxi 
meter is operating, that is while indicator 14 shows the 
current price or fare, indicator 15 shows the extra 
charges. When the taxi is standing still and when the 
taximeter is not operative, indicator portion 15 can be 

' utilized to indicate various accumulated values as for 
example the total distance travelled while the taxi was 
occupied, the total distance travelled whether occupied 
or unoccupied, the total number of additional charges, 
the total number of fares transported, etc. Thus it is this 
portion of the indicator which is used to furnish all val 
ues which are required in order to effect an accounting 
between the ?eet owner and the driver. These values 
are normally indicated by mechanical control counters 
in mechanical taximeters of conventional type. 
The individual numerals cl to 010 are energized se 

quentially via lines d1 to (110 through decoder 13". To 
summarize, the seven information bits which serve to 
energize the individual segments of numerals cl to e10 
via lines b1 to b7 are furnished in parallel by the de 
coder 13' over lines hi to b7. However, the signals for 
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the selection of the corresponding numerals 01 to 010 
are serially supplied via lines d1 to d10. However, the 
energization of lines b1 to bl0 follows at such short in 
tervals that, although pulses are applied to each nu 
meral cl to 010 for only a short time interval the per 
sistance of vision of the human eye causes the indicator 
to seem to be continuously energized. However, since 
the indicator is not continuously energized but con 
stantly reenergized, it is required that the values to be 
indicated are stored in storage 11. This buffer storage 
may be a matrix having ten storage locations of four 
bits each, corresponding to the ten numerals c1 to e10. 
In order to address the storage for storing the data bits, 
the address counter 12 is provided which is a binary 
counter and which energizes the storage locations in 
sequence. For this purpose the output of counter 12 is 
connected to buffer storage 11 via lines fl-f4. These 
lines are also tied to the input of decoder 13 so that the 
correct decimal place cl to CIO of the indicator is se 
lected simultaneously with the corresponding storage 
location in storage 11. The value stored in the storage 
locations of buffer storage 11 is transferred into the 
buffer storage via lines g1 to g4 which connect buffer 
storage 11 to storage 9 of the computer and storage 
means 1. Storage 9 is herein referred to as the ?rst stor 
age means. Normally, the connection is such that deter 
mined storage locations of storage 9 correspond to de 
termined storage locations in buffer storage 11, so that 
any changes which occur in storage 9 are carried out 
simultaneously in storage 11. However, when one of 
the keys 18 is operated, that is when an output opera 
tion is to take place, the contents of storage 11, which 
normally comprise the individual fares and the addi 
tional charges of said individual fares, is destroyed and 
those values are entered which are present in the corre 
sponding storage spaces for the total values in storage 
9. These values are then transferred to the indicator 15. 
A short explanation of the functioning of input regis 

ter 6 as shown in FIG. 5 follows: this input register com 
prises eight ?ip-?ops FFO to FFS each of which serves 
the function of an intermediate storage. Each of flip 
flops FFO to FF8 stores a value furnished by a corre 
sponding measuring instrument until these values are 
called out by the translater portion of the control cir 
cuit 3 and transferred to the output stage comprising 
?ip-?op FFO. From there the contents of the ?ip-?ops 
are then processed in the remainder of the system. Flip 
flop FF] receives a pulse via line e6 as soon as the com 
puting and storage means has determined that the indi 
cator means have to be advanced. For example, in the 
example given above, ?ip-?op FFI is set as soon as, 
under fare rate 1, 2,000 distance or timing pulses have 
been counted and stored in the computer and storage 
means 1. Flip-?op FF] is thus not directly connected 
to the measuring instruments but receives its informa 
tion from the computer and storage means via the con 
trol circuit 3. 
Flip-?op FF2 serves to store individual pulses which 

might be either distance indicating pulses or waiting 
time indicating pulses, depending on which pulse se 
quence has the higher rate. These pulses are present at 
the output of a circuit 7 which, as previously stated, se 

- lects the pulse sequence having the higher rate. As 
shown in FIG. 5 this is accomplished in the following 
way: First, all distance pulses which arrive at line e5 are 
used directly for setting flip-?op FF8. After these 
pulses have been reduced in rate in accordance with 
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the tariff or fare rate in effect, they are applied via 
input e4 to flip-?op FF9 which is part of the above 
mentioned circuit 7. The timing pulses, also after re 
duction in rate if required in the computer and storage 
means, are applied via a line e7 for resetting ?ip-?op 
FF9. Line 27 is not only applied to the reset input of 
flip-?op FF9, but also to one input of an AND-gate U1 
whose other input is the reset output of ?ip-?op FF9. 
This output thus carries a “I” signal after a timing pulse 
has been applied via line e7 to ?ip-?op FF9. Flip-?op 
FF9 is so constructed that the first timing pulse arriving 
over line e7 is used to flip the flip-flop from its “[0" 
state to its "()I” state/Only the second pulse arriving 
one line e7 is thus transmitted through AND-gate Ul 
so that AND-gate U1 furnishes a pulse to line el. Flip 
flop FF9 and AND-gate U1 thus together form the cir 
cuit 7 which, in itself is a known circuit and serves to 
select the higher one of the pulse sequences furnished 
on lines e4 and e7 to constitute the output applied to 
?ip-?op FF2 through line e1. 
A further ?ip-?op FF3 serves to store the 100 meter 

distance pulses. That is the pulseswhich are used in 
order to compose the total distance travelled by the 
taxi or the total distance travelled when in an occupied 
state. Again, the pulses applied to line e2 may be pulses 
whose rate is determined by the constant furnishing 
means 5 operating in conjunction with the computer 
and storage means 1. For example if the input constant 
of the computer 10 is 10 pulses per meter travelled, 
then the constant furnished must be 1,000, since 100 
meters are equivalent to 1,000 pulses. 

Flip-flop FF4 is set via line e8, when one of input keys 
17 is activated to indicate an additional charge. Flip 
flop FFS is set via a line e9 as soon as the taximeter is 
put into operation through activation of one of the keys 
l7. Flip-?op FF6 is set through a signal on line e0, as 
soon as a fare or a distance travelled or a waiting time 
is reached wherein a change from one fare rate to an 
other is to take place. It should be noted here that lines 
26, e4, e7, e8, 29 and e0 each have an arrow which is 
to indicate that they are not actually connected with 
the external measuring elements, but derive their input 
signals from the computer and storage means 1, as soon 
as predetermined conditions are achieved. The only 
input lines which are directly connected to the measur 
ing elements are lines 25 and e3, while line e2 can be 
selectively connected either to the measuring element 
or internally. The synchronizing pulses which, as men 
tioned above, are furnished via line e10, are entered in 
a multistage shift register 8 and serve to control the in 
dividual steps within the cycles of the computer and 
storage means through use of the control circuit 3. For 
each received synchronizing pulse, the shift register 
furnishes a synchronizing pulse over one of its output 
lines and thus controls the microsteps within the overall 
cycle. 
Flip-?op FFO serves as the output ?ip-?op associated 

with the intermediate storage ?ip-?ops FFl to FF8. At 
certain steps within the overall cycle, the condition of 
?ip-?ops FFl to FF8 is interrogated sequentially and if 
one of these ?ip-?ops is set, its contents is transferred 
to ?ip-?op FFO. The signal is then further processed via 
the control circuit 3 and applied to the computer and 
storage means 1. 
The computer and storage means will now be de 

scribed in further detail. This will be done with refer 
ence to FIG. 4. As shown in FIG. 4 the storage 9 com 
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I prises 48 storage locations, that is it is capable of ac 
commodating 48 numerals I in a binary coded form. 
Each storage location thus accepts four bits. An ad 
dress counter 25 servesto address the different storage 
locations. Since this binary counter hassix stages, it is 
capable of counting from zero to 63. However, its 
counting capacity is limited to “48,” so that after the 
48th pulse, the counter is reset to “0.” The counter is 
advanced via line k0, which also furnishes the pulses 
advancing counter 12 associated with storage 11. In re 
sponse to each pulse received over line k0, the counter 
generates a 6-bit address which addresses storage 9, as 
mentioned above, via lines al to a6. The information 
in the so-selected storage location is then transferred to 
the computer means, and speci?cally to section 26 of 
a serial adder 26/27 and, if required, via lines g1 to g4 
into storage 11. 
The 47 storage locations in storage 9 are sufficient 

for storing all variables generated during the formation 
of the fare and further, generated during the formation 
of the various totals required for effecting the account 
ing between the ?eet owner and the taxi driver. A pos 
siblestorage layout is given in the following table: ,290 

It will be noted that the storage locations a00 to a04 
contain the fare during the individual ride, which fare 
comprises the base fare and the sum of the fare incre 
ments. Similarly, storage locations a05 to a08 carry the 
distance reduction rate corresponding to fare rate 1 to 
fare rate 4, while storage locations a09 to al2 furnish 
the constant for the initial distance while ?ip-?op FF10 
is in its ?rst state and furnish a pulse rate reduction of 
100:1 when ?ip~flop FF10 is in the second state. Loca 
tions a17 to a37 are reserved for the storage of the total 
additional charges, the total distance travelled, the dis 
tance travelled while occupied, and the number of 
trips. These storage locations do not correspond to any 
constants furnished in the constant furnishing means 5, 
causing the corresponding output lines of the decoding 
arrangement 21 in constant furnishing means 5 to be 
disconnected. 
Storage locations a43 to 1145 serve to store the timing 

pulses which arrive from the timing pulse generator via 
line e3. These pulses have a reduced rate correspond 
ing to the constant furnished by constant furnishing 
means 5 prior to being applied to input e7 of circuit 
block 7. 

In order to explain some of the above concepts more 
clearly, an example will be used. lt will be assumed that 
the waiting time increment, that is the waiting time 
which is to cause a fare increment, is 20 seconds. 
Under conditions of fare rate 1 of the above-mentioned 
example this corresponds to a travelled distance of 200 
meters. Thus for each pulse at the output of block 7 to 
have the same value relative to a fare increment, the 
distance increment pulses supplied at input 24 have un 
dergone a pulse rate reduction of 20 to 1. Similarly, for. 
a timing pulse generator which generates 1,000 pulses 
per second, that is 20,000 pulses in 20 seconds, which 
corresponds to 2,000 distance increment pulses at fare 
rate 1. 1f the 100:1 rate reduction which will take'place 
following stage 7 is taken into consideration, then the 
timing pulses must undergo a reduction of 1011-. Thus 
the pulses which arrive at input e3 are stored in storage 
location 1143 to a45. The pulses stored in these storage 
locations are then compared with the output of con 
stant furnishing means 5 (outputs e43 to e45 of decoder 
21) and a pulse is furnished to line e7 when the com 
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parator shows that the number of pulses stored in loca 
tions a43-a45 is 10 pulses. 
The computer means 10 comprise a first portion 26 

and a second'portion 27 of a serial adder. Reference to 
the drawing shows that adder portions 26 accepts the 
signals from storage 9. For the pulse rate reduction 
‘mentioned above, it is seen that adder portion 26 fur 
nishes signals to one input of comparator 28, while the 
other input of comparator 28 is connected to lines i,—i4 
which are the output lines of constant furnishing means 
5. Comparator 28 thus continuously compares the 
number of pulses stored in storage 9 to the number of 
pulses required until a pulse of reduced rate is to be fur~ 
nished at the output of comparator 29, namely on line 
kl. From line k1 the pulses of reduced rate are then ap 
plied to the correct one of lines el-eS as determined by 
the control circuit 3. V 

The control circuit 3 is not discussed in detail here 
since it is an extremely complicated network. However, 
it should be clear that this circuit controls the timing of 
all the components of the taximeter and serves to carry 
out all the logical decisions generated in the computer 
10. Thus the control circuit 3 carries out a number of 
synchronizing steps which together constitute the over 
all cycle. Thus in each cycle, counter 25 counts 48 
steps, thereby addressing storage spaces a00 to a47 of 
storage 9. Counter 12 of course is operated in synchro 
nism with counter 25. However, buffer storage 11 has 
only 10 storage locations, so that counter 12 counts 4.8 
times for each individual runthrough of counter 25. 
Counter 12 is synchronized to counter 25 at the begin 
.ning of each overall cycle, 
The adder comprises not only the ?rst and second 

portions 26 and 27, but also comprises a carry storage 
29. The signal generated in the carry storage is also ap 
plied to the control circuit 3. It will be noted that adder 
portion 27 also has inputs connected to the outputs of 
constant furnishing means 5, namely lines i4-il. How 
ever, the operation of the adder and the comparator 
will become clearer with reference to the following ex 
ample: ’ 

At the beginning of each fare activation of the taxi 
meter by actuation of either the keys for fare rate 1, 2, 
3, or 4 the base fare is caused to be entered into indica 
tor 14. Since the fare is to be stored in storage locations 
a00 to (104 of storage 9, these storage locations must of 
course be zero at the beginning of each trip and then 
must be advanced to the base fare, namely $1.25. The 
first cycle thus starts with the transfer of the value 
stored in storage location a00 of storage 9 to the por 
tion 26 of the serial adder. 
Since the output of counter 25 which is furnished on 

lines a, to as also constitutes the input to the constant 
furnishing means, line e00 of the constant furnishing 
means is energized simultaneously with the ?rst storage 
location in storage 9. The value “5” stored in this posi 
tion of constant furnishing means is thus transferred to 
portion 27 of the serial adder. At this time ?ip-?op 
FF10 is in the condition “10.” The control circuit 3 
now furnishes a signal via line ‘k3 which is applied to 
both portions of the adder. Speci?cally adder 26 is 
caused to count forward, while adder 27 is forced to 
count in the reverse direction. Thus for the first pulse 
applied on line k3 the portion 26 is'increased by “1,” 
while portion 27 is set to “4.” Pulses are now applied 
by line k3 until adder 27 is set to “0.” At this point no 
additional pulses are furnished on line k3 and the con 
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tents of adder 26 are transferred into the storage loca 
tion (100 of storage 9. Storagev location a0l are not in 
terrogated. The contents of this storage location is 
transferred to adder 26. Simultaneously line e01 of the 
constant furnishing means is energized so that the value 
“2” is entered into portion 27.of the serial adder via 
lines i1 to i4. In this case two pulses on line k3 are re 
quired until adder 27 stands at “0” and the numeral 
“2” is present in adder 26. Again, the contents of adder 
26 are now transferred to third location a01. The pro 
cess is now repeated with interrogation of the storage 
location a02 and a simultaneous transfer of the nu 
meral “ 1 ” from the constant furnishing means via lines 
i1 to i4 to adder 27. Again, after transfer to adder por 
tion 26 by means of the pulses applied on line k3, the 
numeral “1” is entered into storage location a02 in 
storage 9. The fourth and fifth place of the base fare 
each of which is zero in the above example, is then pro 
cessed in the same fashion. At the end of this part of the 
cycle the value of $1.25 is thus stored in storage loca 
tions (100 to a04 of storage 9. It should also be noted 
that the same values were simultaneously entered into 
storage 11. Thus this value is now stored in storage 11 
and is then transferred to the indicator means 14 during 
the remainder of this cycle. 
Of course immediately upon the beginning of the 

trip, that is with activation of any of the keys indicating 
fare rate 1, etc., the measuring elements have begun to 
operate. Thus distance pulses are received at input 25 
and timing pulses at input e3. Each distance pulse sets 
?ip-?op FFS, each timing pulse ?ip-?op FF7. Further, 
flip-?op FFS is set as soon as any of the keys for fare 
rates 1 to 4 have ‘been activated. It should be noted 
here that ?ip-?ops FFl to FF8 are always interrogated 
in synchronism with the corresponding storage loca 
tions in storage 9. For example ?ip-?op FF2 is always 
interrogated simultaneously with storage location a09, 
since, under fare 11, the time and distance pulses to 
gether form the pulses for determining the fare incre 
ment after the base fare has been exhausted and, while 
the base fare is still in effect, these pulses together con 
stitute the initial distance and must be stored here. Sim 
ilarly, ?ip-?op FF3 is interrogated both when storage 
location a26 is interrogated and when storage location 
a30 is interrogated while the taximeter is operative. 
When the taximeter is not operative, ?ip-?op FF3 is 
only interrogated simultaneously with storage location 
a26. Storage locations a30 and a33 change its contents 
only when the taxi is operating with a fare, while stor 
age positions a26 to a29 are advanced whenever the ve 
hicle is in motion. 
Following the above-described storing of values in 

storage locations a00 to a04, storage location a05 is ad 
dressed, simultaneously with ?ip-?op FF8. Flip-?op 
FF8 is set as soon as the vehicle has started and the first 
distance pulse has been received on line e5. If ?ip-?op 
FF8 is set, a pulse is applied to adder portion 27. Simul 
taneously the contents of storage location a05 are 
transferred into portion 26 and, as previously de 
scribed, the contents of adder portion 27 are added to 
the contents of adder portion 26 and the resulting sum 
transferred back into the storage 9. If a carry-over sig 
nal is generated, this signal is stored in store 29 and is 
added when storing a value in the next subsequent stor 
age location, that is in storage location a06. After the 
processing of storage locations a07 and n08, the con 
tents of storage locations a05 to a08 is compared to the 
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constant furnished at lines il-i4 of the constant furnish 
ing means 5. If these are unequal, no output is fur 
nished by comparator 28. However, when equality ex 
ists (2O distance pulses reached), a signal is furnished 
on line kl at the output of comparator 28 which is ap 
plied on line e4 as well as line e1, thereby setting ?ip 
flop FF2 and ?ip-?op FF9. 

Next, storage location a09 is interrogated. At the 
very beginning of the trip, of course ?ip-?op FF2 is not 

set and storage locations a09 to al2 are set to Thus no change occurs in storage locations a09 to al2 

at the beginning of the trip. 
However, if ?ip-?op F132 has been previously set, a 

“1” is added to the contents of storage location a09 
and, simultaneously, a comparison is carried out by 
comparator 28 between the new contents of storage lo 
cation a09 and the constant value furnished at the out 
put e09 of constant furnishing means 5. As previously 
mentioned, outputs e09 to e12, when ?ip-?op FFlO is 
in its first state, furnish a number corresponding to the 
initial distance, that is the number “250" Thus, if after 
a plurality of cycles the value stored in storage loca 
tions a09 to 012 corresponds to “250,” ?ip-?op FFlO 
is switched from its ?rst to its second state. However, 
a pulse for advancing the indicator is applied to ?ip 
flop FFl only after the contents of storage location a09 
to al2 have increased to “100" after the above 
mentioned change in ?ip-flop FF10. Only then can ?ip 
flop FF2 be set. Thus after the value “250" has been 
stored in storage locations a09 to al2 following the 
start of the trip and flip-?op FFIO has changed state, 
and the storage locations (109 to al2 have again 
reached the value “100” then a pulse is entered into 
?ip-?op FF]. During the next cycle the fare increment 
is then added to the base fare previously stored in stor 
age locations a00 to a04. That is, the constant fur 
nished at outputs e00 and e01 of the constant furnish 
ing means 5, that is the value of $0.25 is added in stor 
age locations a00 and a01. This addition is also carried 
out in storage 11 and transferred to the indicator. 
During the interrogation of storage locations a13 to 

a16, it is determined whether flip-flop FF4 is set, that 
is whether the additional charge key has been acti 
vated. If this is the case, a “ 1” is added in storage loca 
tions a13 to 016. The same is true for storage locations 
al7 to a20, when an additional charge has been en 
tered. A “ 1 ” is also added in storage locations a21 to 
a25 when ?ip-?op FFI was set in the same cycle, that 
is when the fare increment of $0.25 is to be added. A 
“1” is added in storage locations a26 to a29 if ?ip-?op 
FF3 is previously set. The same is true for storage loca 
tions a30 to a33. A “ l ” is also added in storage loca 
tions a34 to a37 since the keys for fare rate 1, 2, or 3 
were activated at the beginning of the trip. Storage lo 
cations a43 to a45 receive an additional “ l ” if ?ip-?op 
FF7 is set, that is if a timing pulse was received at input 
e3. At this point, as explained above, the pulse rate re 
duction in the ratio of 10:1 takes place before these 
pulses are applied to input e7 of stage 7. 

It should be noted at this point that the time for one 
total cycle must be such that even for the fastest input 
rate at input e5 flip-?op FF8 can receive a pulse only 
once per cycle. Since a taxi is allowed to operate at a 
maximum velocity of 130 kilometers per hour, approxi 
mately 400 pulses per second may arrive at input e5. 
The time for the total cycle of the storage must thus be 
less than 1/400 of a second. 
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To summarize the functioning of the arrangement of 
the present invention: At first the base fare is stored in 
storage locations 100 to a04. The distance pulses are 
stored in storage locations a05 to a08, while the time 
pulses are stored in storage locations a43 to a45. Thus, 
at fare rate 1, that is 2,000 pulses for each advance of 
the indicator, an output pulse is generated after 20 
pulses are stored in storage locations a05 to a08. This 
pulse is applied to input e4 of the mixing stage 7. Ten 
pulses are stored in storage locations 1143 to a45 until 
a single pulse is transferred to the input 27 of the mixing 
stage 7. The pulses at the output of the mixing stage 7, 
which selects the pulses having the highest pulse rate, 
are first stored in storage locations a09 to al2. While 
?ip-flop FF10 is in its ?rst state, these pulses are stored 
until the initial distance as furnished by constant fur 
nishing means 5 has been passed. Thereafter ?ip-?op 
FF10 is switched to its second state. As soon as 100 
pulses are stored in storage locations a09 to a12, a fare 
increment of $0.25 is added to the base fare of $1.25. 
In this way a current indication of the total fare is 
formed which is continuously transferred to storage 1 l 
and thence to the indicator 14. The same is true for ad 
ditional charges which are entered manually and are 
continuously transferred from storage locations a1 
v3-a16 into storage 11 and indicator 15. When the taxi 
is stopped at the completion of the ride, and the corre 
sponding input key is depressed, no further time pulses 
are processed. The final fare is indicated on indicator 
l4 and indicator 15, being the sum of the so-indicated 
fares. The taximeter is reset to “0” by the activation of 
the “unoccupied” key which resets storage locations 
a00 to al6, a38 to a42 and a43 to a47. The values 
stored in the remaining storage locations are not extin 
guished, since they are required for effecting the ?nal 
accounting between the driver and the fleet owner and 
thus must be maintained passed the individual rides. 

If the taximeter is to be equipped for automatic rate 
changes, then corresponding constant values as applied 
at the output of constant furnishing means 5 by corre 
sponding activation of lines e38-e42 at the output of 
decoder 21. These constants may correspond to a par 
ticular total fare, a particular distance travelled or a 
particular waiting time. In this case a taximeter has only 
one key for “unoccupied” and a second key for “occu 
pied." However, two fare rates are available on printed 
circuit board 23, that is two different pulse reduction 
rates. are available. If the fare rate is to change after a 
predetermined total fare has been accumulated during 
one ride, then the fare as it accumulates is stored not 
only in storage spaces a00 to a04 but also in storage lo 
cations a38 to a42. As the storage 9 is interrogated dur~ 
ing each cycle, a comparison is made between the value 
stored in locations a38 to a42 with the value stored in 
the constantfurnishing means 5, which signi?es the 
fare at which the fare rate is to change. If this value has 
been reached then the constant furnishing means 5 are 
switched to the fare rate for fare rate 2, that is instead 
of lines v1 to v4, lines wl to w4 are energized so that 
the indicated fare is advanced not after 2,000 pulses, 
but already after 1,500 pulses. _ 
The above-described operation is essentially the 

same as when the key for “fare rate 2” is manually acti 
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vated. This, too, causes lines W] to w4 rather than lines - 
vi to v4 to be energized. Storage locations a05 to a08 
then contain the reduction rate for fare rate 2 and a 

16 
pulse is furnished to the input of stage 7 after 15 pulses 
have been received. - 

Transfer of the contents of storage locations al7 to 
a37 into buffer storage 11 and thence into the indicator 
15 takes place in response to activation of one of keys 
18. This, however, can only take place if the taximeter 
is otherwise not activated. When one of the keys 18 is 
activated, the corresponding command in coded form 
is entered into input storage 20 and is further transmit 
ted to the control circuit 3. During the next cycle, the 
contents of the selected storage locations is transferred 
to buffer storage 11 and thus to the indicator 15. 
The functioning of the computer means was de 

scribed above as using a serial adder 26/27. This type 
of adder operates on one place at a time, that is it is not 
capable of operating on all place values in any number 
simultaneously. Thus the addition of two numbers, for 
example as described the addition of the number in 
part 27 to the number stored in part 26 can take con 
siderable time, especially if ‘a high number of places is 
to be processed. Since the incoming pulse rate can, 
however, be very large especially at high taxi velocities, 
it may be preferable to substitute a full adder for the se 
rial adder 26/27. Such an adder could process two bi 
nary numerals in one operating cycle. Building blocks 
for such adders are commonly available and can be 
readily substituted for the serial adder described above. 

It has been previously mentioned that it is particu 
larly desirable to construct the taximeter in a highly in 
tegrated circuit technique, particularly in an MOS 
technique. In this type of circuitry as generally com 
mercially available, only a given number of terminals 
can be furnished for any one building block. The taxi 
meter must thus be so constructed that this available 
number of terminals is sufficient. FIG. 6 shows how the 
individual building blocks in integrated circuits can be 
arranged on a circuit board 30 and which terminals are 
required. Terminals e5, e3, e10 are required for the 
measuring elements, that is for furnishing the distance 
pulses, the time pulses and the synchronization pulses. 
Terminals al to a6 are required for addressing the de 
coder 21 in the constant furnishing means 5. Terminals 
i1 to [4 are required for the output lines of constant fur 
nishing means 5. Terminals bl to b7 as well as cl to cl0 
on decoders l3’ and 13" respectively for connection to 
indicator 14/15. Indicator 14/15 is of course externally 
connected. The number of terminals enumerated 
above comes to 30, so that 10 more terminals remain 
for assorted purposes such as connecting the power 
supply. Thus it is possible that the control circuit 3, the 
pulse rate selector circuit 7, the storage and computer 
means 1 as well as buffer storage 11, address counter 
12, decoding arrangement 13 and storage 20 may all be 
on one circuit plate which is executed in a highly inte 
grated circuit technique. ‘The externally available con 
stant furnishing means 5, the indicator 14/15, the input 
and output operation keyboard 4 and the measuring el 
ements are of course externally connectable. ‘ 

It should further be stated that the constant furnish 
ing means, rather than being constructed in the manner 
described above can also be executed in a highly inte 
grated circuit technique. Such constant furnishing 
means are available commercially from a number of 
firms under the name of PROM (programmable-read 
only memory). 
While the invention has been illustrated and de 

scribed as embodied in a taximeter using specific types 
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of storage means, computing means and external con 
stant furnishing means, it is not to be limited to the de 
tails shown, since various modifications and circuit 
changes may be made without departing in any way 
from the spirit of the present invention. 
Without further analysis, the foregoing will so fully 

reveal the gist of the present invention that others can 
by applying current knowledge readily adapt it for vari 
ous applications without omitting features that, from 
the standpoint of prior art fairly constitute essential 
characteristics of the generic or specific aspects of this 
invention and, therefore, such adaptations should and 
are intended to be comprehended within the meaning 
and range of equivalence of the following claims. 
What is claimed as new and desiredv to be protected 

by Letters Patent is set forth in the appended 
1. Electronic taximeter comprising, in combination, 

first and second measuring means for furnishing, re 
spectively, a first and second pulse sequence signifying 
distance travelled and elapsed waiting time, respec 
tively; computer and storage means for computing the 
fare in response to said first and second pulse sequence, 
said computer and storage means having a first storage 
means for storing variables required for computing said 
fare and additional variables for computing totals re 
quired for calculating the pay of the taxi driver; elec~ 
tronic indicator means having a plurality of indicator 
elements, each adapted to furnish a visual output only 
in the presence of a signal applied thereto; buffer stor 
age means connected to said first storage means and 
said indicator means, said buffer storage means having 
a plurality of buffer storage locations corresponding in 
number to said plurality of indicator elements, each for 
storing data received from said first storage means and 
for applying corresponding signals to a corresponding 
one of said indicator elements when addressed; and 
control circuit means for cyclically addressing said buf 
fer storage locations in a predetermined order and at a 
rate sufficient to effect a visually continuous output 
from each of said indicator elements. 

2. An electronic taximeter as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said first storage means has a plurality of first 
storage locations exceeding in number said number of 
buffer storage locations, said plurality of ?rst storage 
locations including predetermined first storage loca 
tions for furnishing said data to said buffer storage loca 
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18 
tions when addressed; and wherein said control circuit 
means further comprise means for cyclically addressing 
said first storage locations in synchronism with said ad 
dressing of said buffer storage locations. 

3. An electronic taximeter as set forth in claim 2, 
wherein said computer and storage means further have 
means for computing said totals from said variables and 
storing said totals in said first storage means; further 
comprising means for storing data corresponding to 
extra charges to be applied during a trip in correspond 
ing predetermined ones of said first storage locations; 
wherein said plurality of buffer storage locations in 
cludes a ?rst and second set of buffer storage locations, 
for, respectively, indicating the individual fare and said 
extra charges when said taximeter is carrying a passen 
ger; wherein said indicator means comprises first and 
second indicator portions connected, respectively, to 
said ?rst and second set of buffer storage locations; fur 
ther comprising a plurality of externally activatable se 
lector elements, each for transferring one of said totals 
to a buffer storage location in said second set of buffer 
storage locations when said taxicab is not carrying pas 
sengers, whereby said indicator portion further in 
cludes a selected one of said totals upon activation of 
the corresponding one of said selector elements when 
said taxicab is not carrying passengers. 

4. Electronic taximeter as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said totals comprise the total fare collected, 
the number of trips, the distance travelled by the taxi 
in an occupied state, the distance travelled in an unoc 
cupied state, the total number of additional charges. 

5. An electronic taximeter as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said control circuit means comprise means for 
furnishing a sequence of control pulses, address 
counter means connected to said means for furnishing 
a sequence of control pulses and to said buffer storage 
means, for counting said control pulses and furnishing 
address signals addressing said buffer storage locations 
in response to the so-counted number of pulses, and 
connecting means for connecting said buffer storage 
means to said indicator means in such a manner that 

data in each so-addressed storage location is trans 
ferred to the corresponding one of said indicator ele 
ments. 

* * >l= * * 


